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Buddhist education between tradition, modernity and networks: reconsidering the ‘revival’ of education for the Saṅgha in twentieth-century China

Stefania Travagnin

University of Groningen

ABSTRACT

In line with the overall focus on the special issue, this article offers a critical evaluation of Welch’s writing on Buddhist education. It analyzes the vocabulary and conceptual binaries used by Welch, and assesses the impact of his arguments on the field. The first part of this study will also critically contextualize Welch’s publications within a wider range of works that have been published in the Welch and Post-Welch eras. The second part of the article rethinks the research paths that have been undertaken so far and propose new trajectories for an alternative study of Buddhist education. It also suggests adopting the conceptual category of networks in order to unveil connections and dynamics of the actual religion on the ground that remain unexplored. Finally, given the debates that the idea of ‘revival’ has provoked, this article will conclude with some reflection on if and how we could frame the situation of the Saṅgha education in twentieth-century China in relation to the revival paradigm.

Introduction

The study of modern Chinese Buddhism is still a relatively young field. Although we can already count the presence of a few generations of scholars and methodological patterns, this scholarship is still questioning its core paradigms and key research parameters.

Holmes Welch’s (1924–1981) publications, his questions and concluding arguments, have become particularly popular among Western students and scholars in the last few decades. In fact, almost all studies in Western languages on this subject refer to them in one way or another. This is probably the case, in part, because of the breadth, rather than depth, of the topics explored by Welch, as well as his attention to the revival paradigm as an analytical concept. However, Welch’s works are only part of a larger body of scholarship produced in the last half century in the West as well as in China concerning the social, historical and political development of Buddhism in China from the late Qing until the Mao period.
An overview of the field, from the early steps through the first achievements to the current status quo reveals continuities but also shifts in approaches, sources, questions and themes under investigation. In *The Buddhist Revival in China*, Holmes Welch reflected on challenges that research on Buddhism in contemporary China posed in the 1960s; he observed:

Even the simplest facts about Chinese Buddhism are sometimes difficult to establish; and they are always difficult to assess because they are incomplete. Until much more investigation has been carried out, every interpretation must be very, very tentative.¹

After almost 50 years, in light of the new ethnographic and archival studies and the new research tools available in this ‘Post-Welch era’, we have now moved beyond ‘very, very tentative’ interpretations of the development in Chinese Buddhism from late Qing until the Cultural Revolution. At the same time that we have overcome older challenges, however, new ones generated by different social and political frames of the Buddhist communities have emerged.

If we consider publications from the past two decades, we notice that Welch’s attention to the relation between state and religion and the role of nationalism has continued and been developed further in the ‘Post-Welch era’.² Recently, new perspectives coming from the fields of cultural studies, especially material culture and media studies, have reshaped research conducted in this field.³ Moreover, reflections on Buddhism in China after Mao, including the new openness to religion in post-1980 China that has reshaped Buddhism and Buddhists, constitute a significant part of recent scholarly studies.⁴ Scholars have formulated new questions, in terms of both content and methodologies, to address these new religious and social landscapes. Furthermore, an increasing dialogue among disciplinary approaches from the humanities and social sciences has brought new collaborations and produced genuinely interdisciplinary scholarship.⁵

Continuities as well as new perspectives and findings in the field can help position and evaluate Welch’s contribution from a wider perspective; we can certainly appreciate his work as a model for scholarly enquiry while also proposing alternative research trajectories. This article will assess key approaches and questions that have recurrent in the field by focusing on the specific theme of Sāṅgha education. In line with the overall focus on the special issue, this study starts with a critical evaluation of Welch’s writing on Buddhist education. It analyzes the vocabulary and conceptual binaries used by Welch and it assesses the impact of his arguments on current research. The first part of the article will also critically contextualize Welch’s publications within a wider range of works that have been published in the Welch and Post-Welch eras. The second part of the article will rethink the research paths that have been undertaken so far and propose new trajectories for an alternative study of Buddhist education. Finally, given the debates that the idea of ‘revival’ has provoked, this article will conclude with some reflection on if and how we could frame the situation of the Sāṅgha education in twentieth-century China in relation to the revival paradigm.

**Positioning Holmes Welch in the field of modern Chinese Buddhism**

Holmes Welch’s works, published between in the late 1960s and early 1970s, provided an early Western understanding of how so-called ‘traditional’ or ‘mainstream’ Chinese
Buddhism had changed in the last century and offered his explanation as to why those transformations had occurred.

It is well known that Welch was not the first Westerner to explore and report on post-Qing Buddhist China. A quick survey of Western scholarship on Chinese Buddhism that predated Welch’s books reveals that the major works on the topic had mostly addressed doctrinal and textual (philological) themes, as well as the history of Buddhist schools and communities in the pre-Republican period. Some included a final chapter on the new situation of Chinese Buddhism in late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. A few others focused specifically on the end of the Qing and the beginning of the Republic of China (PRC).

Much of this material was available to Welch and he engaged with it quite explicitly, especially when he questioned the use of the term ‘revival’ in these publications. Most of the sources to which Welch had access in the early 1960s were written either by Buddhists or by Christians, a fact that explains how similar phenomena were often defined and judged in very different ways. Welch also had access to several Chinese journals on Buddhism that had been established after the Imperial period (especially beginning in the 1920s); he was thus able to contrast Western sources with Chinese ones. From a chronological perspective, then, Welch should be considered part of a (second) later generation of Western scholars in the history of the field; in other words, we can detect a ‘Pre-Welch Era’ on which research in this area is actually founded.

Nevertheless, Welch’s oeuvre has received considerable attention in the Western academic sphere, probably due to the wide range of topics that his publications covered, some in more depth than others. Welch’s scholarship stimulated interest in modern Chinese Buddhism among later generations of students and therefore, perhaps only unintentionally, he played a pivotal role in the foundation of the new field – ‘Buddhism in twentieth-century China’ – in the West.

Time and location in which Welch conducted his research, as well as the non-academic context in which he worked while in Asia certainly affected the narrative he presented on Buddhist China. His affiliation with the State Department as a foreign service reserve officer – both before he trained in East Asian studies and after, during his stay in Hong Kong – shaped his agenda and probably informed his research methodology. Welch based his narrative on ethnographic encounters or, more precisely, on interviews with monks from mainland China who resided in Hong Kong. He often put the material gathered from his informants into conversation with archival documents. As I will explain in more details below, the results that had been published in his books and articles on Buddhism made him a narrator of Buddhist history and practices affiliated with particular localities. He addressed specific micro-contexts but failed to analyze those micro-realities within a larger macro-reality. At the same time, Welch was a practitioner of the Chan school, a factor that also shaped his writings and explains at least in part his call for the preservation of ‘pure’ practice that he saw disappearing in the China where he lived.

During the period in which Welch was reporting on the situation of Buddhism and Buddhists in post-Imperial China, Chinese historians were conducting research on the same topic. Their sources were often different from the ones that Welch employed and they approached the topic from a different training background and perspective. Little wonder that their arguments and conclusions sometimes diverged from his. The lay
historian Guo Peng 郭朋 (1920–1984) and the Buddhist monk Dongchu 東初 (1908–1977) were two of Welch’s Chinese counterparts.\(^{11}\)

Welch contributed considerably both to the foundations of a new field in the West and to Chinese studies in this area. Today, The Buddhist Revival in China is well known to Chinese in mainland China and Taiwan. It was translated into Chinese and published in mainland China in 2006 with the title Zhongguo fójiao de fúxīng 中國佛教的復興. This Chinese translation has to be contextualised within the overall Chinese academic discussion of the supposed later revival (fúxīng 復興) of religion in China after the end of the Cultural Revolution. The many works authored by Chinese scholars on the understanding of the religious landscape in post-1980 China, and the growing body of literature on the ‘religious question’ (zōngjiào wèntí 宗教問題) produced since the beginning of the twenty-first century all form part of this debate.

**Trajectories in the study of Saṅgha education: Western and Chinese scholarship in dialogue**

In The Buddhist Revival in China Holmes Welch devoted an entire chapter on ‘Buddhist Education’ in which he described Vinaya education (which he called ‘traditional education’) and a few selected seminaries (which he called ‘new schools’). Welch outlines Taixu’s 太虛 (1890–1947) Wuchang Buddhist Institute (wuchang fóxuéyuàn 武昌佛學院) and Minnan Buddhist Institute (minnan fóxuéyuàn 閩南佛學院), Dixian’s 寧闐 (1858–1932) Academy for Spreading the Dharma (hóngfǎ fóxuéyuàn 弘法學院), Deyi’s 得一 Tianning Seminary (tiānníng fóxuéyuàn 天寧佛學院), and Ouyang Jingwu’s 歐陽竟無 (1871–1943) Chinese Metaphysical Institute (zhīnà nei xuéyuàn 支那內學院) for the laity.\(^{12}\) Welch also included an appendix with a long but not exhaustive list of names and locations of the ‘new’ Buddhist seminaries established in China in the first half of the twentieth century. Overall Welch interpreted the development in the educational sector as part of the ‘revival’ of Buddhism in modern China.\(^{13}\)

The subject also appears as a minor topic in Welch’s other Buddhism-related books. In The Practice of Chinese Buddhism: 1900–1950, Welch described the setting and process of occasional lectures on Buddhist scriptures given by itinerant senior monks.\(^{14}\) Finally, in Buddhism Under Mao, Welch reported on the different – and politically based – education that monastics were receiving. He discussed the opening of secular schools by monks in order to promote their involvement in social welfare, the foundation of the Chinese Buddhist Academy (Zhōngguó fóxuéyuàn 中國佛學院) in Beijing in accordance with the new directions given by the newly established Buddhist Association of China (BAC), and the reopening of the Jinling Scriptural Press in the early 1950s.\(^ {15}\)

Rich in content and interview notes, Welch’s account of Buddhist education does, however, lack important details. The list of sources, objectives and also the limits of his overall research that Welch included in the preface of The Practice of Chinese Buddhism 1900–1950 (1967) indicates that he was aware of some of these. First, Welch left many topics unaddressed. Quoting Welch, his trilogy did not address ‘doctrine’, rather it included an assessment of historical development of systems and institutions of Buddhism and was not a substantial Buddhist ‘intellectual history’. Welch did not analyze any of the following elements: ‘ritual, liturgy, iconography, and architecture’,
'the historical development of any of the practices' he explored, ‘nuns and nunneries’, and 'Lamaism'. Finally, he engaged ‘only incidentally’ with ‘Buddhism in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and among overseas Chinese’. Second, Welch tried to match the material he had gathered from his informants with written documents but often reported oral material even if it was unverified. Third, in Buddhism under Mao we see another problem in Welch’s approach: he does not contextualize Buddhism within the overall religious landscape in China; he makes Buddhism into a representative model of religion in China without considering the rest of the spectrum, in terms of both differences and connections. Finally, Welch seemed to be driven by a search for an ideal Chinese Buddhism that he could not find on the ground, and this expectation coloured his narrative leading him to make strong judgements about the material he studied.

There are similarities and differences between Holmes Welch’s works on Buddhist education and other scholarship on Buddhist education produced in twentieth-century China during roughly the same period. These contemporary works belong to what we might call the ‘Welch era’ and the ‘Post-Welch era.’ Comparing these works can help us revise Welch’s frameworks, paradigms, and classification systems and to propose an alternative epistemology of Buddhist education in twentieth-century China. There are, in particular, parallels between Welch’s scholarship and the following works authored by the Chinese monk Dongchu: Zhongguo fojiao jindaishi 中國佛教近代史 (published in 1974) and Zhongri fojiao jiaotong shi 中日佛教交通史 (published in 1970).

Dongchu was a monk native to mainland China but active in Taiwan from the 1950s onward; he was a student of the reformist monk Taixu who studied in Taixu’s new-style Minnan foxueyuan. Dongchu was an advocate for Buddhist learning and made the dissemination of Buddhist education his lifelong mission. Welch was a Western scholar and Buddhist practitioner, whereas Dongchu was an ordained Chinese Buddhist monk. Welch and Dongchu both wrote on the development of Chinese Buddhism in the twentieth century, but whereas Welch produced a series of well-documented ethnographic reports, Dongchu offered a larger historical analysis to frame the same phenomena. A parallel between Welch’s and Dongchu’s scholarship shows that they addressed similar themes in the study of Buddhism but did not always draw similar reflections. For example, in line with their own imagined ideals of Chinese Buddhism, Welch expressed pessimism in Taixu’s ability to develop further his overall reforms, including the then-recent modernization of Buddhist education. Only a few years later, Dongchu expressed serious doubts about the value of the scientific education that his own teacher Taixu had defended and proposed at the beginning of the twentieth century. Finally, Dongchu was one of the many monks that Welch described in his own works, and Dongchu’s works also provide answers to questions that Welch had posed to other monastics.

Another Chinese academic work that belongs to the Post-Welch era and which could serve as reference here is Ershi shiji zhi zhongguo fojiao 二十世紀之中國佛教, written by the lay scholars Chen Bing and Deng Zimei 鄧子美, published in the mainland in 1999 and reprinted in Taiwan in 2003. Similarly to Welch, Chen and Deng discussed the ways in which the twentieth-century development of Buddhism should be understood in terms of fuxing ('revival'). Chen and Deng also discussed Buddhist education
in relation to that term, depicting the effects of new learning on the Saṅgha and in terms of a larger Buddhist ‘revival’. Deng Zimei’s previous book, *Chuantong fojiao yu Zhongguo jindaihua* (1994), also addressed Saṅgha education. It did so within the framework of a tradition/modernity binary.

More research on Saṅgha education has appeared in the last few years. Ding Gang’s book *Zhongguo fojiao jiaoyu* (2010) is a historical survey of different education structures and curricula from the first transmission of Buddhism to China until early twentieth century. As for the first decades of 1900s, Rongdao Lai’s PhD dissertation (2014) reflected on the case of the early Wuchang Buddhist Institute, Taixu’s programs and the formation of new student-monks as the citizens of the new China. Ji Zhe’s recent research and Douglas Gildow’s PhD dissertation (2016) addressed Saṅgha education in the post-Mao (and post-1980) China. My own work has looked at late Qing and early twentieth-century China. It explores the shifts and continuities in the discourse and practices of Saṅgha education and offers a diachronic study of the Minnan Buddhist Institute by looking at the ways politics shaped the Saṅgha’s curriculum and learning goals. Ding Gang and Thomas Borchert have looked at Buddhist education among (non-Han Buddhist) minorities. Several journal articles, authored mostly by Chinese and Taiwanese scholars, have also examined current trends in Buddhist education on the mainland. The same can be said about Taiwan, in addition to the book *Taiwan fojiao de sengjia jiaoyu* (2013) authored by Zhou Yuru 周玉茹, several articles on selected Buddhist institutes have been produced. In short, the theme of Buddhist education in twentieth-century China has been explored in more depth in recent years; while most of this new scholarship is indebted to Welch’s works, the narrative and perspectives that are now proposed show bridges as well as shifts from Welch’s positions.

In the following sections I will question Welch’s approach on three levels: (1) I argue for the need to define the larger historical and discursive narrative that goes beyond – and is inclusive of – the distinct patterns that Welch outlined in his books; (2) I suggest problematizing and reassessing the terminology and systems of classifications that Welch applied to the analysis of religion, Buddhism, Buddhists, and China in his volumes. Finally, (3) I invite a rethinking of our understanding of ‘revival’ as an analytic concept in the precise context of Saṅgha education.

**A discursive narrative approach: from micro- to macro-history and networks**

History belongs to those who write it, and the person who wrote more history than anyone else was T’ai-hsü. This section suggests research trajectories that could integrate the results of Welch’s research. While in recent years some have already been adopted by scholars of Buddhist education in modern China, others constitute new paths that could make constructive progress in the study of the theme.

Welch presented some important case studies of the new Buddhist seminaries based in southern China. He also drew parallels between the classical system of teaching and the recent curricula, which incorporated secular subjects in addition to the study of
Buddhist doctrine. Welch’s insights into specific cases and the micro-histories he completed would, however, become even more significant if they were contextualised within a diachronic macro-history as well as a synchronic macro-frame. In other words, Welch’s micro-histories would have greater implications if considered in relation to the larger context of the historical development of East Asia, and in connection with the other religions’ educational systems and non-religious social structures. A more substantial analysis of what I define as the ‘background discourse of Buddhist education’ would help us to understand the relevance of those cases in China, as well as the larger picture that contributed to those achievements in the Buddhist sphere. It is important to ask what the alternative education for the Saṅgha entailed, besides those few foxueyuan that started appearing in 1920s. Additionally, within that macro-frame how were those alternatives dialectically linked to the handful of new foxueyuan? While Welch provided initial materials in the late 1960s and early 1970s, Dongchu provided the needed macro-frame; he included more case studies, discussed the achievements and failures of the new foxueyuan in greater detail, and thus offered a detailed report on the competing voices in the education sector of early twentieth-century Chinese Buddhism. Another crucial macro-frame coincides with the overall landscape of religious education, and the dynamics that developed among religious groups in defining their own schooling system. For instance, we know that in the pre-modern (Imperial) era the first structures of Buddhist education built within the monastery served as the reference model for the Confucian private education in the Song period. The Confucian shuyuan 書院 had in fact been planned following the model of the Buddhist education provided within the siyuan 寺院. Similarly, Daoist colleges have been inspired by Buddhist examples. The religious education context in the first half of twentieth-century China thus demonstrates networks and cooperation among different religious groups. These examples of cross-tradition cooperation and conflict shed important light on the development in the education sector for each of those groups and also define the overall context in better detail.29

Welch conceived of the genealogy of the early twentieth-century ‘modern’ Buddhist education as a threefold historical process. For him, everything started with the pioneer lay Buddhist Yang Wenhui 楊文會 (1837–1911). The second period corresponds to Taixu’s early career, from the 1920s to the early 1930s (and thus encompasses Taixu’s Wuchang and Minnan foxueyuan). The third moment coincides with Taixu’s late career, from the mid-1930s onwards (and thus Taixu’s Sino-Tibetan Buddhist Institute). Welch mentions a few other monks, but none appears as ‘modern’ as Taixu; it is clear then that Taixu stood out in Welch’s work as the key figure of the ‘new’ and ‘modern’ Buddhist education in the Republic of China. There is no doubt about Taixu’s key contribution to reforming the organization and education of the Saṅgha, yet in terms of the discursive narrative and macro-frame mentioned above, I propose to go beyond what I call the ‘Taixu paradigm’. Welch seemed to translate the history of the modern Buddhist education in terms of a Taixu-centered history, as the quotation at the start of this section suggests. Dongchu did not depart much from this position either.

I therefore suggest that we should work toward unveiling other patterns of agencies and agendas that influenced the implementation of the new teaching methods and curricula in Buddhist education. Buddhist history has been usually told as a male
history, and also as a history of eminent masters. Gazetteers and historical documents can, in contrast, bring less-known Buddhists back to life, alter our understanding of the historical picture we currently have, reveal the relevance of Buddhist ordained and lay women. This approach may eventually characterize Taixu as not only a major contributor to modernity, but also as part of a larger background and wider group. Recent scholarship on modern Buddhism (within and beyond China) is already moving in this direction, and hopefully more works about the specific Chinese region along these lines will follow.

When did this so-called modern Buddhist education start? Welch had his ‘modern’ history starting with Yang Wenhui. Post-Welch scholarship has also made the late-Qing the beginning of a new page in the history of Chinese Buddhism, and has referred to contacts with the West and the emergence of Christian colleges in China as factors that pushed forward these changes. Buddhism during the Ming and early Qing periods, however, already shows traces of that new beginning, and so provides evidence that factors of transformation do not only come from outside Buddhism or China, but also developed within Buddhism. As a result, the roots of the post-Imperial Buddhist landscape can be found in Imperial China. In his role as historian, Dongchu provided a short overview of the Yuan, Ming, and early Qing periods preceding Yang Wenhui’s initiatives, however he focused on the overall institutional structures and social function of Buddhism, not on the education sector. A new genealogy of the educational systems would highlight forms of continuity and better understand elements and reason for developments.

The social environment in which Welch’s monks and lay Buddhists operated has defined the form and modalities of their agencies and initiatives, and has also provided those Buddhists with an alternative field of action: the opening of structures of secular education for the larger public. In the late 1960s Welch had already noted the existence of these schools. Chapter Two of Brooks Jessup’s PhD dissertation also covers schools opened by lay Buddhist associations in Shanghai between the late 1920s and the late 1930s, as does Brian J. Nichol’s research on the orphanage opened within (and by) Kaiyuan Monastery 開元寺 in Quanzhou 泉州. A thorough analysis of the interaction between political power, social pressure, and Buddhist communities provides, as mentioned above, a macro-dimension to the reality of Buddhist education. Recent work on Saṅgha engagement in the public education sector has revealed the political background and meaning of this entrepreneurship, in the first half of the twentieth century as well as during the People’s Republic. For instance, research at the Shanghai municipal archive reveals an important account of elementary schools opened by the Saṅgha before Mao, while documents explain the function and structure of so-called zhuxue 助學 activities (supplementary education) undertaken by the Buddhist community recently.

Welch limited his work to research on the male Saṅgha only and not the whole Saṅgha. Post-Welch scholarship on twentieth-century Chinese Buddhism did not proceed very differently. Buddhist history has normally been told as a male history, in both pre-modern and modern times; the position and role of Buddhist women in Buddhist communities, however, add important data to the history of Buddhism in China, and also contributes to the overall field of women studies in China. For instance, going back in history and considering specifically the subject of education, we find that the
religious complex and its religious education was the earliest institution to provide educational opportunities for women in China. What forms of education could the female Saṅgha attend in the last two centuries? How did Buddhist women contribute to the early twentieth-century development of Buddhist education in China? Canonical sources and historical documents can be a valid reference for the study of the conditions of Buddhist women and their education in Imperial China. There are only a few scholarly studies on educational programs by and for Buddhist women in post-Imperial China. The last decade has, however, witnessed an increasing amount of research on Buddhist education for women in Taiwan, mostly in relation to the renjian fojiao practice that has spread on the island. Even so, most of those studies address education as one aspect of more general research on women and religion, and do not focus on education projects as their main subject. Taking Buddhist education for women as an epistemological lens through which to investigate the historical development of Buddhist education in China could offer results important for both the fields of history and of women’s studies.

Finally, as he himself admitted, Welch’s research on Buddhism and Buddhists in mainland China was conducted by interviewing monastics who then resided in Hong Kong. It would be valuable to integrate this perspective on the ‘mainland China situation’ with the ‘Taiwan situation’ of the time. Second, it would be important to trace the links between the three areas of Taiwan, Japan, and mainland China further, looking at ‘Saṅgha exchanges’ and other channels of network exchange and cooperation in the education sector. With regard to pre-modern China, we know of networks of student-monks operating within the East Asian region, but how did those networks later evolve in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries? The same can be argued for the teacher-monks: how did Japanese monks contribute to transformations in curricula and teaching methods? What were the constructive but also conflictive relations between Saṅgha education in China, Japan, and Taiwan? In other words, what is the modern ‘education network’ in this region? Recent works on Buddhist education in Japan, and on the Dharma and Saṅgha exchanges between Japan, China, and Taiwan prior to and immediately after 1945 have provided the field with some preliminary data. Welch himself outlined some of the Buddhist exchanges that happened between China and Japan in the 1950s, but his historical analysis does not focus on the education sector in particular.

On the other hand, Dongchu published an entire volume on the history of Sino-Japanese Buddhist relations in 1970 (Zhongri fojiao jiaotong shi) and included some arguments on the subject even later in his Zhongguo fojiao jindai shi. Dongchu contributed an historical overview that covers from the early Imperial to the Republican period. He presented detailed lists of travelling monks and the spheres that were affected by Buddhist exchanges (including the impact of Japanese Buddhist universities on Chinese Buddhist education systems), and the history of different Sino-Japanese Buddhist associations (including the associations of exchange student-monks). The education context is, however, analyzed as peripheral to other concerns, and was not the core theme in Dongchu’s argumentation. Finally, Dongchu’s critical judgment on the ‘poor’ Dharma discipline of Japanese monastics did not facilitate a deeper and critical study of the channel of education in the Sino-Japanese Buddhist relations. More attention on the subject will also serve to expand on Welch’s work, which has discussed
how the education-related motivations that monks had in going to Japan could have functioned as a ‘cover’ for more secular objectives, such as political and military agendas. Correspondence among Chinese monks is a promising source for this research. For instance, on 28 August 1949, the monk Dao’an 道安 records three reasons for going to Japan: (1) to study the state of recent developments in Japanese Buddhism; (2) to investigate the involvement of Japanese Buddhists in the Japanese army and thus in the conflict with China; (3) to make progress in his own cultivation. Dao’an also reported that the funds necessary for going to study in Japan were all donated by Buddhist disciples, and this opens a further avenue of study on the financial sponsorship of these scholarly exchanges. Later, in a correspondence with the senior monk Daxing 達醒 dated to the end of September 1949, Dao’an pointed out again his interest in studying the situation of the Buddhist universities in Japan. Since 1945 there have been delegations of monks from the mainland travelling to Taiwan to deliver lectures to student-monks and nuns, and mainland monks inviting Taiwanese student-monks to the mainland to participate in seminars. Conversely, since the late 1980s increasing numbers of delegations of Taiwanese monks have been travelling to the mainland to participate in joint conferences to discuss the future of Saṅgha education.

Updating taxonomy and terminology: beyond the old-and-new binary

This meant that the traditional system of monastic education had to be reformed and expanded and that new kinds of monastic schools had to be created.

As far as terminology and taxonomy are concerned, Welch framed his assessment of Buddhist education in early twentieth-century China in terms of old and new. Reading through Welch’s work, his use of the phrase ‘new education’ is used to imply the teaching of non-Buddhist (secular) subjects, the hiring of lay teachers, and the adoption of ‘modern teaching methods’, which include the use of an entrance examination, a standardized marking system, blackboards, and the issuing of diplomas. On the other hand, old education is used as a synonym for a conservative and traditional system of learning (such as the Vinaya Hall and the Dharma Hall), and an ‘old-fashioned atmosphere’. The new education involves the etic study of Buddhism as a philosophy, whereas the old system of learning is identified with the emic study of Buddhism as Dharma.

We see that in Welch the binary of old and new overlaps with a second binary of traditional/conservative and modern. Finally, Welch also interpreted the addition of secular subjects to the curricula of Buddhist academies as part of the new, whereas the mere textual study in Buddhism is identified as core of the old. Here we can detect the overlapping with a third binary of sacred and secular.

Looking at the Western scholarship on which Welch relied, we also find a widespread emphasis on Taixu in association with the concepts of ‘modern’, ‘reform’, and a ‘modernised Buddhist message’, while the Buddhism beyond Taixu seems just to reflect an entity that was ‘formerly Buddhism’, that had no place in early twentieth-century China. In other words, consciously or not, Welch is adopting the vocabulary that was used in Western accounts at the time.
A few decades later, Chen Bing and Deng Zimei, for instance, also wrote in terms of ‘recent new-style education’ (jindai xinshi jiaoyu 近代新式教育) and ‘new monks’ (xinseng 新僧.) This is one example of how the discourse of Buddhist education was successfully framed in the twentieth-century by the Chinese Saṅgha as well as the Buddhist laity and academics, who were active in contrasting new monks xinseng 新僧 against old monks jiuseng 舊僧.

In this paper I would like to go a step further and question these three binaries, and further propose alternative sets of concepts that would better frame the situation of Buddhist education in Republican China. What do old and new really stand for? Are we allowed to always associate tradition with old rather than aligning it with the modern instead? What do modern and conservative mean in the context of Buddhist education?

First of all, when it comes to those binaries, we should question who is giving those labels and why, and how those who received those labels react. For instance, students and teachers are two distinct communities who perceive the shared education structure in different ways. Furthermore, the early development of foxueshe and foxueyuan coincided with the establishment of larger organizational structures for Buddhist China, i.e. the founding of China-wide Buddhist associations. The different arrangement of the Buddhist network under one overall umbrella (i.e. the Chinese Buddhist Association) is thus part of the new, while the old is defined in terms of sectarian individualities.

In her PhD dissertation, Rongdao Lai pointed out another important aspect of this new and old. In the case of the binary of xinseng or seng qingnian and jiuseng, the binary labeling was used by representatives of foxueyuan education in a conscious attempt to distinguish themselves from those affiliated with hereditary monasteries who had opposed the reforms. Changes in the student–master relationship then also become related to the terms old and new education.

New and old also mean a different way for the Buddhist schools to relate to – and rely on – the government. Different levels and forms of intervention on the part of the central government in deciding the curriculum can also be identified with new and old, and different levels and modalities of intervention in society for the monastics link to a different form of citizenship. In other words, the xinseng also became xinmin 新民. The new education is related to a Buddhism that is defined in terms of ethical philosophy and science, whereas the old education is related to a Buddhism that is conceived as a religion of superstitious beliefs and rituals. New and old also identify a different material world in the system of learning, in terms of the materials used for teaching and methods of disseminating the learning outcomes. The new education also witnessed the development of lay Buddhism and the involvement of Buddhist laity in teaching and education activities.

The new education was aimed not only at training religious preachers, but also (and especially) at cultivating loyalty to the government and respect for the political ideologies of the Republic. Taixu himself defined the monastics who had graduated from his seminars as xin jumin 新居民, but also specified that Saṅgha members were not merely common citizens (putong jumin 普通居民), they were religious teachers (zong-jiaoshi 宗教師) too. Lai argues that the early Republican period witnessed ‘the emergence of a new discourse on Buddhist participation in nation-building projects.’ There is, in fact, a new political ideology in the Republican period that dictates a
different civil role for the Saṅgha. Nevertheless, at the same time we see a different form of the expected interaction between religious groups and ruling power that had been already a part of the old China.

Old and new systems of Buddhist education in the history of China are mirrors of two historical moments, but also overlapping features of the same period, and thus they are reflections of two different ways of dealing with changes in political ideology and the social function of religion. The contrast between old and new in Buddhist education, I would argue, reflects the co-existence of two forms of orthodoxy in Buddhism. The same founders of the new system of education still preferred the old system in certain respects, and similarly some of the defenders of the old systems were not completely rejecting the new models. For instance, as founder of foxueyuan, advocate of the addition of secular subjects to the curricula, the adoption of blackboard, exams, diplomas and so on, Taixu was a modernist and a promoter of the new education. At the same time, Taixu also maintained an old stance in relation to the scholarly approach to Buddhist scriptures, and was very critical of the new historical and critical approach to Buddhist studies that had been initiated in Japanese Buddhist academia. Student-monks per se were enthusiastic regarding the newly organised schools, but were puzzled about why they had to study biology and Japanese, which were among the new subjects. The monk Yanpei (1917–1996) reported on these student-monks who were annoyed that they had to study Mozi and the Japanese language. Furthermore, Dongchu, who was trained in Taixu’s foxueyuan, not only shared Taixu’s concern for the Japanese Buddhist new methodologies in Buddhist studies, but was also critical of the structure and the secularization processes that those foxueyuan had been subject to.

Was there a revival in Buddhist education?

This section questions to what extent the system of learning for Buddhists partook of the overall idea of Buddhist revival that Welch explored but also contested. Quoting Welch:

‘The purpose of all these schools,’ in Chih-kuang’s words, ‘was to revive Buddhism (hsing-chiao), because for many years the clergy had emphasized religious cultivation, not lecturing and exegesis; and so monks did not have a deep enough understanding of the scriptures.’

Thus it is trebly misleading to speak of ‘the Buddhist revival in China’. First, most of what occurred was not a restoration of the past, but a series of innovations; not a religious revival, but a redirection from the religious to the secular. Second, it never affected the Chinese population as a whole. The ‘occasional Buddhists’ who made up the great majority of the laity and the ‘call monks’ who made up the great majority of the Saṅgha did not take part in it. Third, I believe, it concealed certain trends which, if they had continued, would have meant not a growing vitality for Buddhism but its eventual demise as a living religion.

Two points within the above statement are important for the context of Buddhist education: the ideas of ‘series of innovations’ vs. ‘restoration of the past’, and ‘secular’ vs. ‘religious’. In the history of Saṅgha education in China, however, we have often seen
the learning of the Dharma being matched with the study of classics (especially Confucian literature) or elementary science. This was done in order to improve the level of general education within the Saṅgha. Again, a binary system of analysis does not seem to work.

Welch was not the first Western scholar who discussed and also contested the real presence of a Buddhist revival in China, however he was the only one who questioned the Christian bias that lies at the root of any argument regarding a revival in modern Chinese Buddhism. Western and Japanese scholars alike have considered Welch’s adoption of the term ‘revival’ in the title of the book, and addressed the issue of whether or not it is helpful to speak of a revival in Chinese Buddhism.

Regarding Buddhist education specifically, Welch was critical of Taixu’s great plans, and also clearly stated that in terms of numbers of students, the old education system was still far larger than the new one. Welch placed a great deal of emphasis on the transition from an uneducated Saṅgha to a time that saw the theorizing of different measures to tackle the lack of education within the Saṅgha. In Welch’s assessment, the late Qing and early Republican eras witnessed the potential for a new beginning (or revival) rather than a concrete new beginning (or revival). Dongchu argued that there had been signs of a change already after 1898, but, like Welch, was aware of the limited results of that change in quantitative – if not qualitative – terms. It is particularly interesting that Dongchu does not use the term fuxing very often in his work.

Starting from the late Qing and early Republican periods, we see a stronger presence of Buddhism in the secular sphere, and consequently of the public domain in the new Saṅgha education, but does this imply a revival? Buddhism and Buddhists had never disappeared, and thus ritual practices and ceremonies, lectures and Dharma teaching for resident monks, had never ceased. The political influence of the Buddhist community, however, had declined considerably since earlier Imperial times; in that sense, yes, there was a revival of the public presence of Buddhism, and consequently of the public presence in the new settings of Buddhist education. Has this revival really brought an amelioration of Buddhism or just an improvement of the status of Buddhism in social and political opinion? Did this revival mean a restoration or just the application of a wave of changes in accordance with the historical era? After 1945, Taiwan undertook a mission to cleanse the religious landscape of Japanese Buddhism, and became a new venue for the practice of Chinese Buddhism. Many Chinese Buddhists who had escaped the Republic of China and fled to Taiwan facilitated that shift, and the establishment of Buddhist seminaries and Dharma teaching in Taiwan. That was clearly instrumental for the successful restatement (rather than revival) of Chinese Buddhism on the island.

Chen and Deng used the term fuxing, revival, to define what has characterized Buddhism from the late nineteenth century onward. According to Chen and Deng, the revival movement (fuxing yundong 復興運動) was a response to the new times, and involved the Buddhist education context as well. Chen and Deng also speak in terms of ‘huge changes’ (juda biange 巨大變革) in the Buddhist community and in Buddhist education projects, and underline the challenge for the new relations between religion and politics as an important element within these changes. The reason behind Chen and Deng’s adoption of the term fuxing in relation to Buddhism in general and Saṅgha education in particular, however, appears similar to the rationale behind Welch’s use of
that term in his own work. If Welch was responding to the contemporary Christian-biased view of Chinese Buddhism, Chen and Deng are representative of an intellectual China that is politically framed and is asked to present a certain portrayal of the new nation and of the role of Buddhism in it.

From another perspective, if we read Buddhism as one part of the dynamics that characterize China overall, then Buddhist education can be seen as partaking of the recent development of education in China. In that sense, can we talk of a revival? Or shall we just use the term in the sense of transformation and adaptation?

Conclusion: alternative networks and new research paths

Welch discussed Buddhist education through an analysis of specific cases and micro-histories. The field will definitely improve if those micro-histories can be contextualised within a diachronic macro-history as well as a synchronic macro-frame. In that respect, Dongchu has already provided us with some important arguments regarding the contextual background, but more work is necessary. Micro-histories need to be contextualised within a larger historical development, and analyzed in relation to other religions’ education systems and non-religious social structures. Larger or different types of contexts help to unveil new connections and unexplored networks that have the potential to highlight dynamics and paradigms of actual religious practice on the ground. The network of Buddhist women, female institutes of education, the san-jiao network, and the interrelations between Buddhist education systems and structures of learning in Daoism and Confucianism, cross-strait networks and structures of exchange between greater China and the rest of East Asia: these are just a few examples of religious-social networks that ought to be considered as we move forward. The conceptual category of networks can be used in synchronic as well as diachronic research. As for the latter, the historical development of Buddhist education should be studied via a ‘network-history’ rather than following the classical ‘dynastic history’ that conceals important trajectories and dynamics.

The tension between old and new in the Buddhist education context in the first half of the twentieth-century China cannot be reduced to a binary either, because it uncovers the co-existence of overlapping theories and two forms of orthodoxy in Buddhism. An alternative would be to look at recent developments in Buddhist education from a Dharmic perspective, precisely through the often-used concept of qili qiji 契理契機. Therefore, instead of relying on the ‘revival paradigm’ only, we may look at recent forms of Buddhist education as adaptation to new times, an adaptation which, however, is not completely disconnected from the pre-modern and mainstream systems of learning. In fact, Buddhism and Buddhist education have changed in accordance with the new times, but, as in any situation of change, they could not embrace a complete transformation in that initial stage, as Welch’s pessimistic view and Dongchu’s negative view of Taixu’s reforms make clear.

Notes

Two examples are Xue Yu’s book *Buddhism, War and Nationalism* (London: Routledge, 2004), and the special issue of *Global Buddhism* 10 (2009) edited by Hung-yok Ip on ‘Buddhist Activism and Chinese Modernity’.


An example of this could be the volume *Buddhism After Mao*, edited by Gareth Fisher, Ji Zhe and André Laliberté (forthcoming with University of Hawai’i Press), which is based on a multidisciplinary and multi-year project on the same topic.

For instance, publications by Johannes Prip-Møller (1899–1943) and the missionary Karl L. Reichelt (1877–1952) predated Welch’s works. Alexandra David-Neel, L.A. Waddell and Giuseppe Tucci belong to a ‘Pre-Welch Era’ as well, however their works focused on Buddhism in Tibet.


These titles include Lewis Hodous, *Buddhism and Buddhists in China* (New York: Macmillan Company, 1923); James Bissett Pratt, *The Pilgrimage of Buddhism and a Buddhist Pilgrimage* (London: Macmillan and Co., 1928); Karl L. Reichelt, *Truth and Tradition in Chinese Buddhism: A Study of Chinese Mahayana Buddhism* (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1927), 298 onwards is a short analysis on ‘Present-Day Buddhism in China’ (present day meaning the late Qing and early Republican periods.)


See, for instance, reports published on the *Chinese Recorder and Missionary Journal*, from 1868 to 1941.

19. On this subject see also the article on ‘Building and Reconstruction’ in this volume.
27. See also Zhonghua Institute of Buddhist Studies, ed. *Taiwan fo xue yu an suo jiaoyu nianlan*台灣佛學院所教育年鑑 (Taipei: Fagushan, 2002).
30. See for instance *Figures of Buddhist Modernity in Asia*, edited by Justin McDaniel, Mark Rowe, and Jeffrey Samuels (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2016). This book is a collection of not-so-eminent and less well-known monks, who yet were crucial in the modernization of Buddhism.
31. The volume *Making Saints in Modern China*, ed. Ownby, Goosaaert and Ji (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017) is a collection of religious leaders in late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, some of them are Buddhists, yet quite well-known. Less eminent monks are among those discussed by Kan Zhengzong 關正宗 in his *Taiwan gaoseng 臺灣高僧* (Taipei: Puti changshu, 1996).
34. See the studies by Ji, Gildow and Travagnin on post-1980 China mentioned in the previous section.
36. Biographies of ‘scholars-nuns’ can be found already in the Biqiuni zhuan 比丘尼傳 (T 2063, 50), attributed to Baochang 寶唱 and compiled in early sixth century. On leadership in teaching of Chan nuns in the seventeenth century, see also Beata Grant, Eminent Nuns: Women Chan Masters of Seventeenth-Century China (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 2009), 58–76. The book Tangdai de biqiuini by Yuzhen Li (Taipei: Taiwan xuesheng shuju, 1989) offers excellent material on nuns in the Tang dynasty, but not much on the education sector.
40. See the article on ‘Narratives of Buddhist Decline’ in this volume.


44. Shi Dao’an, Daoan fashi yiji (Taipei: Daoan fashi jinianhui, 1981), v.5, 233–234.

45. Shi Dao’an, Daoan fashi yiji (Taipei: Daoan fashi jinianhui, 1981), v.5, 238–240.


55. Shi Yinshun 釋印順, ‘Youxin fahai liushi nian’ 遊心法海六十年, in Huayu ji 華雨集, (Taipei: Zhengwen, 1993), v.3, 1–3. Besides mentioning that he had to attend courses of Japanese and English language, Yinshun classified subjects in the curriculum like science, philosophy and sociology as ‘Western new disciplines’ (xifang de xinxue 西方的新學) and ‘secular studies’ (shixue 世俗).

56. Shi Yanpei 釋演培, Yige fanyu seng de zibai 一個凡愚僧的自白 (Taipei: Zhengwen, 1989), 50–63.


60. For instance, Lewis Hodous wrote: ‘There are signs of a revival of Buddhism in China. Whether this is a tide, or a wave, only the future can reveal … When the republic was established Buddhism felt a wave of reform. The monasteries established schools for monks and children’, see Lewis Hodous, Buddhism and Buddhists in China (New York: Macmillan Company, 1923.) James Pratt argued this point more extensively: ‘Even in distant America one hears a good deal about the Buddhist revival in China. The phase is becoming familiar and the subject attracts one’s interest from afar … There is thus both a ceremonial, a mystical, and an intellectual side to the Buddhist revival. There is also an active side … But most of the energy of the Buddhist revival goes into efforts at reform within Buddhism and attempts to propagate it … But the aim of the leaders of the Buddhist revival is not to reproduce the ancient Buddhism but to purify the religion from the superstitions that have gathered round it, to harmonize it within modern science, and to spread abroad a knowledge of the essentials of Mahayana thought … The Buddhist revival is as yet quite unorganized and has but slight funds … A slight effort toward Buddhist revival is also made by preaching or lecturing services … I am not over sanguine as to the success of the Buddhist revival in China’, see James Bissett Pratt, The Pilgrimage of Buddhism and a Buddhist Pilgrimage (London: Macmillan and Co., 1928).


62. Other takes on the revival paradigm have been recently published in Ji Zhe 汲喆, Tian shuijing 田水晶, and Wang Qiyuan 王启元 eds., Ershi shijii zhongguo fojiao de liangci fuxing 二十世紀中國佛教的兩次復興 (Shanghai: Fudan University Press, 2016).
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